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…A winning combination of legal knowledge, experience and service

 

What our clients say about us… 

“In difficult times it is not only imperative to receive the most prudent and salient 
guidance from ones solicitor but also to feel that you are more than just another 
‘case’.  My experience of Selena in her role at Colemans was that of a solicitor who 
not only provided clearly presented information regarding the legalities of my position 
but also a warmth delivered with empathy and an understanding of my personal and 
individual situation. I have recommended Selena to friends and will continue to do 
so.” - Family Law client 

“Elizabeth, I feel relieved that this is completed and I would like to thank you for all 
you work and advice and also form being a ‘down to Earth’ solicitor, that puts things 
across and explains in a normal way. It is not an nice part of anyone’s life to go 
through, but I can say you have made it so much easier.” - Family Law client 

“I would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to Selena Ludick in the 
way she has made an unpleasant Court hearing bearable. Selena made me feel 
confident in her abilities and at ease with her sensitive approach. I was kept informed 
at every stage of the process by letter and telephone.  After eight years of Court 
hearings and numerous solicitors I would recommend Selena and  your company for 
the service I have received.” - Family Law client 

“During 2012/2013 Elizabeth was able to guide me through the complex divorce 
processes generated by my marriage breakdown. Elizabeth’s advice and guidance 
was extremely efficient and professional but it was her personal attention to my 
individual situation that give me the confidence and the satisfaction in the knowledge 
that I had chosen the right person and company to deal with my circumstances.” -  
Family Law client 

“I have always found Selena to be very professional and thorough in her dealings.  I 
would recommend her and her firm.” -  Family Law client 

“I just want to say a huge thanks to Elizabeth for your help with my decree nisi. I 
have had the pages sent back from the district judge and they said that everything 
has gone through fine and that I can apply for the decree absolute in 6 weeks and 1 
day. Thank you for being professional yet friendly, I have had to deal with so many 
unhelpful rude people along the way so it was a pleasure meeting you. If any of my 
family or friends need a solicitor I would full recommend you and Colemans to them.” 
- Family Law client 

Call: 01628 631051 
email: info@colemans.co.uk
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“Selena Ludick Has been advising me for the past 2 years.  She has been a thorough 
professional, very knowledgeable and always willing to go the extra mile to ensure a 
fair result.  She has a lot of empathy and understands her clients very well.  I have no 
hesitation in recommending her work.” -  Family Law client 

“Thank you Selena for being helpful and incredibly sensitive.  This has been an 
incredible roller coaster of emotions for me. Which I don’t think I could have gone 
through  without your  efforts and understanding along the way.  A big thank you from 
me and I would recommend you to anyone.” -  Family Law client 
                                                                                                 
“Selena I would like to thank you for your steady, sound advice and the manner in 
which you have guided me through some difficult decisions.” -  Family Law client 
                                                 
“Thank you Selena for making a potentially  horrendous experience amazingly 
bearable!  You have done a great job and I will recommend you in the future.” -  
Family Law client 

“Elizabeth, really pleased to have come out with an order at the end, and one which 
was pretty fair I think. Many, many thanks for all your hard work in getting me that 
result – very much appreciated. -  Family Law client 
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